spa treatments: facials

blu signature facial

sm

Put your best face forward with our rejuvenating
treatment that is high in antioxidants. Whether
your skin is dehydrated, dull, needs a boost - or
all of the above, your aesthetician can customize
the treatment to your needs. This facial includes
a thorough exfoliation, soothing treatment mask
and moisture balance to create your best look.
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blu glow
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Feel your best after this refreshing treatment.
Rich in enzymes, this facial removes dead
skin cells to reveal your radiant complexion.
Pomegranate and cranberry antioxidants
strengthen skin while removing bacteria.
Combined with salicylic acid, this treatment is
recommended for dull, dehydrated, oily and
acned skin conditions.
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pro blu

All of us have those problem areas and this
facial allows direct targeting! This specialized
treatment includes a deep cleansing and
detoxifying of your pores, extractions by our
trained professionals, followed by healing
treatments and serums.
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blu delaine facial

Indulge in a progressive, corrective and
nourishing facial. Your skin is cleansed with
a super rich, gentle hydrator followed by a
second deep cleansing featuring tea tree oil.
Buildup is removed while the exfoliation process
begins. A tea tree oil gel mask will rid dullness
and impurities while unclogging pores. Repair
damaged skin via an application of concentrated
formula of vitamins layered in soy and a
co-enzyme Q10 base. Eye contour cream helps
to diminish the appearance of dark circles and
reduce overall puffiness. Gorgeous skin!
You can also enjoy an express blu delaine facial
in half the time.

blu KPS organic
anti-aging facial
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This organic facial, developed by an
aesthetician and a rocket scientist, brings
KPS exclusive organic DermaNU technology
that firms and volumizes your skin, bringing
back a youthful glow.
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little boy blu
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Men- it’s your turn to get pampered! Designed specifically for
your needs, this treatment relieves shaving irritation while purifying,
hydrating, softening and addressing aging issues. This facial includes
a deep cleanse, enzyme peel, extractions, relaxing massage, purifying
mask and moisture balance. Designed to put you back in your
happy place.
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blu-tiful you facial
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Because you’re ‘blu-tiful’ you deserve this lactic acid peel with
mulberry treatment, designed to smooth fine lines and brighten
discoloration by deep exfoliation. Combined with enzyme peel, this
treatment delivers magnificent instant results. Perfectly gentle for
just before the wedding or a special event.

blu ‘bacial’
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During this treatment, your shoulder area will get a purifying and
detoxifying mask, extractions and gentle massage. This treatment will
give you the confidence to feel like the real you!
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blu NuFace facial
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“Take time off!” Lift, firm, sculpt! Experience a beautifully lifted face
today with the only handheld, micro current device backed by clinical
data. Combining our blu signature facial with detailed emphasis on
anti-aging skin care that tightens and tones your skin, the NuFace
regimen will do more than lift your spirits!
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blu pumpkin facial
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This pumpkin, multi-fruit complex peel is loaded with important
antioxidants, beta carotene and is rich in vitamin C. This wonder fruit
facial exfoliates skin texture and tone. Pumpkin contains more than
100 beneficial nutrients and reverses the signs of aging. Cleansing,
exfoliation, mask and moisturizer (specific to your skin) are included
in this ritual.
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